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By Erin McKenna

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2011. Hardback. Condition: New. New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. For those with food sensitivities, these desserts have remained a distant dream--
until now. Following her widely adored debut cookbook with this delectable and extensive new
collection, Erin McKenna, celebrated baker and proprietress of BabyCakes NYC in New York and Los
Angeles, satisfies all your food fantasies with fifty recipes for perennial favorites--all created
without gluten, dairy, eggs, or refined sugar. In addition to its important primer on key ingredients
and easy substitutions, BabyCakes Covers the Classics includes a section filled with Erin s insightful
solutions to frequently asked questions, which will lead you to newfound baking glory. As for the
goods themselves, prepare for untold hours of refreshingly simple and undeniably delicious recipes
adapted from the ones that sprinkled our collective childhoods. They include: Thin Mints
Madeleines Chocolate Chip Waffles Snickerdoodles S mores Hamentaschen Square-Pan Tomato
Pizza Six-Layer Chocolate Cake with Raspberry Preserves Banana Royale Five variations of
BabyCakes NYC s famous donuts many more . . . BabyCakes Covers the Classics is filled with
timeless sweet and savory temptations that vegans, celiacs, and the health-minded can safely
indulge in. Erin shows people...
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough manual for ebook fans. it had been writtern quite properly and valuable. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to
read the book.
-- Dr. Catherine Wehner-- Dr. Catherine Wehner

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to gonna read through once again
again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i have got go through within my personal existence and could be he
finest book for ever.
-- Brian Bauch-- Brian Bauch
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